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Abstract

Extraterrestrial impact crater formation is important in many subfields of planetary science, including geochronology, planetary formation, and dynamic fragmentation theory. Current dynamic fragmentation theory lacks scale dependence and
relies heavily on terrestrial data. Exploring a range of impact and ejecta velocities
as is produced by cratering events on the Moon may bridge the gap between heavily terrestrial-based theory and planetary data. The secondary craters of secondary
craters deemed “tertiary craters,” have been theorized, but planetary images have
not been of sufficient resolution to effectively search for them until recently. Tertiary
craters are formed by relatively low-velocity fragments ejected by nearby secondary
crater events. We present a comprehensive analysis of 103 potential tertiary impact
craters found around three secondaries associated with one lunar primary to the SSW
of Glushko crater on the Moon. Of these 103 potential tertiary craters, 15 are exemplary tertiary craters, which are small, highly elliptical dents that can be traced
back to a specific progenitor secondary crater, are at the appropriate radial angles
to the secondary, and have a downrange boulder that likely created the tertiary. We
compare the observed tertiary-producing boulder sizes to predictions from the scaling
relations that estimate what size projectile at a given velocity is necessary to produce
a given crater size and find them in agreement. We also provide Python code that
indicates which primary craters might yield more theoretically visible tertiaries for
study. The data presented here demonstrate that the scaling equations apply at much
lower speed, size, and energy scales than previously thought.

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

The Goal of the Research
Geochronologic dating of planetary surfaces is essential to understanding the

geophysical histories of planetary bodies. Planetary geochronology can give us insights into how different surface and internal processes work on different bodies in
the solar system, and how our own planet’s history differs from other rocky bodies.
In the absence of radiometric dating, counting impact crater populations is one
of the main ways to determine the age of planetary surfaces [1]. Impact craters
form over time, and, if the planetary surface in question undergoes relatively little
thermal and geologic processing, its surface could become heavily cratered. Since the
flux of incoming impactors throughout the last 4 billion years of our solar system is
relatively well characterized, by counting the number of primary impact craters we
can determine the approximate age of the body [1].
One difficulty in using crater counting as a proxy for planetary surface ages is that
one impact event generally produces more than one crater [2]. Each incoming projectile produces one primary impact crater [2]. However, in creating the primary, the
impact process throws out ejecta [2]. Those ejecta fragments reimpact and produce
secondary impact craters [2]. If one were to count all of the secondaries as primaries,
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the total would overestimate the age of the surface.
In addition, the planetary-scale cratering process is, understandably, difficult to
study on Earth. Luckily, the characteristics of secondary impact craters give us
information about the cratering process. The size of the secondary is related to the
size of the fragment that made it [1]. The distance of the secondary from its productive
primary is related to the velocity of the fragment that made the secondary [1]. We
estimate the size of the crater-producing fragment through a set of equations known
in the impact literature as the “scaling laws” or “scaling equations,” because the
original crater-forming fragment itself is either destroyed in the impact process or
buried beneath the crater [3].
Since it is difficult to travel to other planetary bodies (at least at present!), we
often use terrestrial experimentation as a proxy for planetary observations. Current
dynamic fragmentation theory, the study of the way the target material breaks up, is
heavily based on experiments that can be done on Earth. It is difficult, and sometimes
impossible, to replicate all planetary and impact conditions in the laboratory, thus the
parameters in the scaling laws that let us estimate the size of fragments from their
secondary crater are also derived from experimentation and numerical calculations
[3]. Since we can no longer measure the missing projectile for secondary craters, it
would be useful to find a way to check these scaling laws.
In theory, secondary impact craters throw out their own ejecta which reimpacts
in turn and could produce another generation of secondary craters. These secondary
craters of secondary craters are called “tertiary impact craters”.
The goal of this project is to use high resolution planetary imaging data to search
for tertiary craters and systematically investigate their characteristics. We compare
these characteristics to scaling law theory, to probe the lower boundary of crater
velocities and sizes these relations apply to.
2

Chapter 2
Theory
2.1

Secondary and Tertiary Impact Cratering

During an impact event, the projectile creates shock waves that break up planetary
material and eject the resulting fragments [2]. There are three defined speed regimes
for ejected fragments after they are expelled from the impact site. The lowest velocity
fragments create a so-called continuous deposit just outside of the primary crater’s
rim [2]. Slightly higher velocity fragments travel for longer and reimpact the planetary
surface farther out from the crater, creating secondary impact craters [2]. The highest
velocity fragments with speeds above the escape velocity of the parent body are
ejected into space, and can, in time, reimpact the parent body or impact other bodies
[2]. The craters formed by these highest speed ejecta fragments if they do reimpact
are called sesquinary craters, which stems from the Latin term for 1.5 [2].
Of the bodies we have planetary imaging data for, secondary impact craters have
been found on most bodies where thermal and geologic processing are not intense. Secondary craters have been found on large asteroids, moons, and the terrestrial planets
[4, 5]. They have not been found on bodies like Jupiter’s highly volcanic moon Io and
Saturn’s large moon Titan, which hosts a thick atmosphere and a methane/ethane cycle that resurfaces the planet relatively quickly. Only recently have secondary craters
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been proposed for a cluster of small impacts on Earth in Wyoming [6]. Smaller bodies
that have very low escape velocities also lack secondary impact craters, as the low
speed regimes occupy slim velocity ranges, and most of the ejecta leaves the body
and does not reimpact [4].
Studying secondary impact cratering helps us understand the complex impact
cratering process and its underlying physical laws. The sizes of secondary impact
craters are related to the sizes of the ejecta fragments that impacted the surface of
the Moon and their impact speeds [1]. We use the “scaling equations” to determine
the impacting fragment size from the mass of the displaced material and an associated
impact velocity [3]. Displaced material is the material that used to occupy the crater
cavity. The cavity of an impact crater is formed through a combination of material
being ejected, displaced downwards, compacted, and, for higher energy events, vaporized or melted. The scaling laws are derived from basic physics, and, put simply,
can be described by momentum transfer [3]. The relevant parameters for different
types of geologic materials, however, are found via terrestrial lab experimentation or
numerical modeling [3].
The distance of the secondary from the primary is related to the initial ejection
velocity of the productive ejecta fragment [1]. Secondary craters can be used to
determine the relative and absolute ages of planetary surfaces and geologic units.
Secondaries from Tycho crater have been used to relate lunar craters to absolute ages
[7, 8, 9]. Secondary craters provide essential information on both the physics of the
cratering process and the history of planetary bodies.
In theory, secondary impact craters could in turn throw out their own ejecta in
a similar manner to primary impact craters. These ejecta fragments could reimpact,
forming “tertiary” impact craters. These tertiary craters would be quite small in comparison to their productive primaries. They would also be produced by slower impact
4

velocities. These tertiaries would be a way to empirically check the experimentally
derived parameters. There have been a few cases of potential tertiary craters reported
in the literature, but, until now, high resolution planetary imaging has not been used
to search for these tertiary craters. It is difficult, but theoretically not impossible, to
distinguish between tertiary impact craters and very small secondary craters. Using
higher resolution imagery, we may be able to find stronger evidence for the existence
of these proposed tertiary impact craters.
For the tertiaries that we found (described below), one distinctive feature was that
the fragment ejected from the secondary crater, which formed the tertiary, was sometimes retained as a boulder downrange of the tertiary. In addition, these tertiaries’
morphologies often fall between those of secondary craters and boulder trails. This
allowed us to test the scaling laws that estimate productive fragment sizes.
Finding tertiaries would be useful for several reasons. The fragments that form
them would be small and slow, similar to some terrestrial experimentation. Even if
terrestrial-based theories like dynamic fragmentation theory have trouble applying
to large scale planetary data, perhaps the scaling laws will apply to small, slow
extraterrestrial impacts. If tertiaries have associated boulders, we could provide a
“check” on their terrestrially-derived parameters. In addition, it would be probing
the lower limits of how small and slow of a projectile would actually create a crater.
First, let us define the characteristics that can distinguish a secondary impact
crater from a primary crater. Secondary craters are depressions on a planetary surface
caused by fragments that are ejected during a primary impact [1]. What follows is a
general list of secondary crater characteristics:
- steep size-frequency distributions, meaning that there are many more smaller
craters than larger ones,
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- shallow depths, with smaller depth-to-diameter ratios than primary craters,
- elliptical shapes, with the long axis pointing back towards the productive primary,
- chevron, herringbone, or v-shaped ejecta patterns, and
- occurrence in radial chains and clusters which point back to the productive
primary [1, 5].
Secondary craters may display all, some, or none of these characteristics. We illustrate some of these differences in Fig. 2.1, using several secondary craters from the
93-km-diameter primary crater Copernicus on the Moon. We implement these characteristics to distinguish between secondary craters and small primary craters in an
example crater field in Fig. 2.2. Some secondary craters may be all but indistinguishable from small primary craters. However, for our analysis, we do not need to find
all secondary craters. We need to simply determine the largest, most recognizable
secondary craters, as our fitting methods are most sensitive to the upper envelope of
secondary sizes. A study of the variability in independently-mapped secondary crater
populations of the NE quadrant of Tycho crater found good agreement in mapping
of secondary craters (parameters within 95% confidence intervals) among different
mappers as long as a large sample is taken [10]. Thus, we must also take a large
secondary crater sample (n => 1000) around our chosen primaries.
The diameters of secondary craters tend to decrease when they are located further
from the primary crater [12, 2, 13, 14]. Smaller ejecta fragments are thrown from
closer to the impact point at higher velocity than larger fragments, and thus tend to
travel farther [12, 2, 13, 14]. Singer et al. 2020 [1] outlined methods that can be used
to characterize the largest secondary crater sizes at a given distance from a primary of
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Figure 2.1: The above figure illustrates several secondary crater characteristics using
examples from Copernicus’s secondary field. Panel a highlights a large secondary
crater, with V-shaped wings of ejecta. The point of the V points back towards
Copernicus. This large crater also has a “splatty” or poorly defined downrange rim.
Panel b emphasizes several chains and clusters of secondary craters from the same
field as panel a. Note that several of these chains’ long axes point back towards their
productive primary and secondary chains are often sub-radial in appearance, meaning
that they are close, but not perfectly radial. This figure is modified from [11].
a known size. The maximum secondary crater size-distance relation can be modeled
using the following power-law equation and quantile regression:

dsec,max = aR−b

7

,

(2.1)

Figure 2.2: The above figure’s panel a illustrates six secondary craters compared
to two small primary craters. This cluster is to the East of an unnamed crater 1.8
km in diameter to the SSW of Glushko crater as shown in Fig. 3.4. We will refer to
this primary crater informally as “Wallace”. The yellow solid lines show arrow-like
ejecta patterns, the green long dashed line shows a radial chain where the long axis
points back to the productive primary crater, the blue short dashed line shows an
elliptical shape with the long axis pointing towards the productive primary, and the
small primary craters are shown with a dotted red line. The primary craters are
much more circular in shape and deeper than the secondary craters. This image does
not highlight all secondary craters, simply the largest ones that are the most easily
identifiable based on the characteristics defined in this text. Panel b shows the same
image but without annotations.
where dsec,max is the maximum secondary crater size in km, a is the magnitude constant, b is the range constant and slope of the distribution, and R is the range/distance
from the center of the primary in km [1, 15]. The lower bound to this dataset is only
due to the limits of the image resolution. We can only resolve craters down to a given
size for a particular pixel size. Thus the lower bound is not physically meaningful,
while the upper bound, which represents the largest secondary craters at a given distance from their primary crater, is a physical result of the impact process. Instead of
8

fitting the average of the data, we fit another quantile instead, like the 99th or 99.9th
quantile, assuming a power law shape to the data [1]. In general, secondary crater
sizes around smaller primary craters tend to fall off slower than those around large
primary craters [1].
The largest secondary craters tend to lie at approximately 1.3-2.5 times the primary crater’s diameter out from the primary center [1]. The largest secondary craters
tend to be 4 − 6% of the size of their productive primary crater [1, 16, 17, 18, 19].
These relations are used in the code sample in Appendix A.
If we know the latitude and longitude of two positions on a sphere of a given
radius in radians, we can calculate the distance between the two along the surface of
the sphere using the Haversine formula:

a = sin2 ((φB − φA )/2) + cos (φA ) cos (φB ) sin2 ((λB − λA )/2)
√ √
d = 2R arctan 2( a, 1 − a)

,

,

(2.2)
(2.3)

where a is simply a convenient variable to simplify Eq. 2.3, φA is the latitude of point
A in radians, φB is the latitude of point B in radians, λA is the longitude of point A
in radians, λB is the longitude of point B in radians, R is the radius of the sphere,
and d is the distance along the surface of the sphere between the two points A and
B [20]. In our case, we can use this formula to calculate the distance between the
midpoints of the primary and a secondary, a secondary and a tertiary, or a tertiary
and its associated projectile. The Haversine formula is more accurate at the smaller
crater ranges we experience than other distance calculations along the surface of a
sphere [20].
We can determine the range of the ballistic trajectory of an ejecta fragment on a
non-rotating sphere with no atmosphere using the following equation:
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−1

d = 2R tan



v 2 sin θ cos θ
Rg − v 2 cos2 θ


,

(2.4)

where d is the horizontal distance traveled by the ejecta fragment, R is the radius
of the planetary body, g is the surface gravitational acceleration of the planetary
body, v is the ejection and impact velocity, and θ is the ejection and impact angle
measured from the plane of the ground [2]. Impact experiments show that most
ejecta is launched at an angle of 45◦ [2]. We assume that the ejection and impact
angles are the same for the Moon, since it has no appreciable atmosphere to change
the trajectory of fragments [2]. We do not know exactly where each fragment was
launched from, but we use the average launch distance. This distance is half of the
“transient crater” radius. The transient crater is what forms during the early stages
of the impact process, before the subsequent collapse of the material into the final
crater we see today. The final crater size is often larger than the transient crater, but
we can convert between the two with an equation [12]. Lucky for us, the primary
crater we focus on in this work is small enough that there is no major size difference
between transient and final crater diameter. We can manipulate Eq. 2.4 to solve for
the impact velocity:
s
v=


d
Rg tan 2R
sin θ cos θ + cos2 θ tan

d
2R



,

(2.5)

where all parameters are the same as defined for Eq. 2.4. This equation is used in
the code sample in Appendix A.
We can use Eq. 2.5 to calculate the impact velocity of the projectile after it
travelled from the secondary to tertiary. We can then use that velocity to estimate the
diameter of fragments that produced the tertiary using the Schmidt-Holsapple-Housen
scaling relations [3]. There are two regimes and two endmember surface material
models that are used. The regimes are the gravity regime, where gravitational forces
10

dominate the process, and the strength regime, where the strength of the surface
material dominates the process. The thresholds between the two regimes are based
on a number of factors, including impact velocity, crater size, etc. We choose the
strength regime due to the small size of the tertiary craters [1] [3]. The two materials
are hard, non-porous rock and regolith (porous, sandlike with a bit of yield strength).
We use these materials as endmembers, which means the true material falls somewhere
between the two. The scaling equation for the strength regime on a hard rock surface
is as follows:

df rag =

6.790Dcrater
(vf rag sin θ)0.551

,

(2.6)

where df rag is the diameter of the productive fragment, Dcrater is the diameter (short
axis) of the crater, vf rag is the impact velocity of the fragment (see Eq. 2.5), and θ is
the impact angle. The scaling equation for the strength regime on a regolith surface
is given by:

df rag =

1.047Dcrater
(vf rag sin θ)0.410

,

(2.7)

where symbols are as defined in 2.6.
We want to check these scaling laws by estimating the projectile size for the
tertiaries. Then we can check the estimate for a given tertiary using those with
downrange boulders.
The rule of thumb is that these scaling equations apply when the mass ratio
of the displaced crater material to the projectile is larger than one. That is, the
displaced material that created the crater is more massive than the projectile itself.
This is typical of most craters. We want to calculate this ratio for each tertiary
with a downrange projectile so we can actually test this rule of thumb. In addition,
the scaling laws are supposed to only apply to hypervelocity impacts with impact
11

velocities larger than the sound speed in the target material, typically of several km
s−1 [1]. Secondary impacts can occur at much smaller velocities than that, down to
as low as 50 m s−1 , and as high as 1.4 km s−1 [1]. We expected that tertiary craters
would have lower velocities than secondaries. It would be useful to probe the lower
limit of velocities and mass ratios that the scaling equations apply to.
We assume that the displaced material that used to occupy the tertiary crater
is approximately the same density as the projectile. Thus, instead of using the displaced mass to projectile mass ratio, we can instead use the displaced volume to
projectile volume ratio. For tertiaries with downrange associated projectiles, we need
to determine the volume of displaced material for use in the scaling equations.
We can approximate that volume of displaced material by approximating the
tertiary crater as half of an ellipsoid, cut along the longest axis, as one might cut an
avocado. We have the long and short axis of the plane of the ellipse, as depicted as
orange and blue lines respectively in Fig. 3.1. However, we need an approximation of
the depth. We can determine this using the apparent length of the shadow along the
crater floor (shown with the red dashed line in Fig. 3.1). We counted the number of
pixels that the shadow extended across the bottom of the crater, then multiplied by
the image resolution to get the apparent length of the shadow across the bottom of
the crater in meters. From Fig. 2.3, we can determine the depth of the crater using
the following equation:

D = L tan θ

,

(2.8)

where D is the depth of the crater in meters, L is the depth of the crater also in
meters, and θ is the angle of incidence of the sunlight, which is given in the metadata
of each image.
Now that we have the length of the three axes, we can calculate the displaced
12

Figure 2.3: The above figure shows how we determine the depth of the crater from
the shadow length across the bottom of the crater. Panel a shows a 3D representation
of the tertiary, with colors matching those described in Fig. 3.1 and shown in Fig. 3.3.
Panel b shows a cross section of the crater at the midpoint. θ is the angle of incidence,
D is the depth of the crater, and L is the length of the shadow across the bottom of
the crater.
material’s volume using the following equation for the volume of a half-ellipsoid:

Vt =

πabc
6

,

(2.9)

where Vt is the volume of the displaced material, a is the length of the long axis, b is
the length of the short axis, and c is the depth of the half-ellipsoid. Note that a and
b can be thought of as “diameters” whereas c would be a “radius.”
We can also calculate the volume of the boulder by approximating it as a sphere
and using the following equation:

Vb =

πd3
6

,

(2.10)

where d is the diameter of the boulder and Vb is the volume of the boulder. Then we
can calculate the ratio of the displaced material volume to that of the boulder using
the following equation:
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VR =

abc
Vt
= 3
Vb
d

,

(2.11)

where VR is the volume ratio of the displaced volume to that of the projectile volume.
All other symbols are as defined in equations 2.9 and 2.10. If VR = 1, the projectile
and the displaced crater material are the same volume. If VR > 1, the projectile’s
volume is smaller than the displaced crater material’s volume. If VR < 1, the projectile’s volume is larger than the displaced material’s volume. Typically, we assume
that the scaling equations apply when VR > 1.
Since we can calculate the incoming (impact) and outgoing (bounce) velocity of a
tertiary crater using Eq. 2.5, the volume of the downrange projectile using 2.10, and
have an estimate of the density of lunar highland material of 2875 kg m−3 , we can
calculate the kinetic energy lost in the formation of a tertiary crater [21]. We use the
following formula:
1
Kt = mb (vi2 − vb2 )
2

,

(2.12)

where Kt is the kinetic energy lost in the formation of the tertiary, mb = ρVb is the
mass of the boulder, which is equal to the lunar highland density times the volume
of the boulder, vi is the impact velocity, and vb is the bounce velocity.
In this study, we employ data from the Earth’s Moon. The Moon is heavily
cratered and thus has a storied impact history with little geologically recent (in the
last billion years) thermal or geologic processing to erase craters. We use the highresolution planetary imaging data set from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera
(LROC) in orbit around the Moon. The Wide Angle Camera (WAC) yields a 100 m
px−1 global mosaic, and the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) produces 0.5 to 2 m px−1
images (px ≡ pixel). These high-resolution image data sets can allow better determination between small secondary craters and actual lunar tertiary craters. Previous
14

secondary crater imaging work has also been done using the LROC images, at the
same pixel sizes as used here [1, 13, 14].

15

Chapter 3
Experimental Technique
3.1

Image Processing and Analysis

We used the LROC WAC global mosaic as the base map in our search for tertiary
craters and as context for the NAC images [22]. The WAC global mosaic has a pixel
scale of 100 m px−1 and incidence angles from 55 − 75◦ . NAC images have 0.5-1.5
m px−1 pixel scales. We processed the images using the USGS ISIS program. We
analyzed and mapped the processed images in ArcGIS Pro using geodesic distances.
We are mapping the secondary crater field and associated tertiary fields around an
unnamed, 1.8 km diameter primary crater that we informally refer to as “Wallace.”
Secondary craters are mapped using a vector line that is approximately perpendicular to the direction to the primary crater and spans the short axis diameter of the
secondary, passing through its midpoint. We focus on mapping the largest and most
distinct secondary craters but also map several close to the resolution limit of the
NACs. These techniques were used in Singer et al. 2020 [1].
We use a similar method for mapping tertiary craters. We map a vector line
approximately perpendicular to the direction of the presumed secondary crater that
spans the short axis of the tertiary. For tertiaries with associated downrange projectiles, we need more information. Thus, when a tertiary has an associated downrange
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boulder, we also use a line that spans the long axis, which is perpendicular to the
first line, forming a cross. Then, we count the number of pixels the shadow stretches
across the bottom of the tertiary. This is necessary to calculate the displaced material
volume, which we use as a proxy for its mass. This is then used as the input for the
scaling equations to estimate fragment size. In addition, we record the diameter of
the associated boulder, which we use to compare to the estimates from the scaling
equations.

3.2

Craters of Focus

We searched in several locations for tertiary impact craters. First, we examined larger
impact craters that were relatively bright/young for their size, including Petavius B,
a 177 km diameter crater, Tycho, a 85 km diameter crater, and Giordano Bruno, a
22 km diameter crater [23]. We thought that the larger primary crater size would
translate to larger and more visible secondary craters and therefore that tertiary
craters would be easier to find. However, the age of these impact events made it
difficult to find tertiary craters, likely due to impact gardening: the process of impacts
slowly erasing small-scale features and churning the surface layer of the Moon over
time. Without luck, we decided to then examine smaller primary craters.
Next, we examined the small, fresh, unnamed primary crater to the SSW of
Glushko crater, “Wallace.” Wallace is 1.8 km in diameter. This crater is shown
in Fig. 3.4. It is located at 78.946◦ W, 3.100◦ N .
We have mapped 8,286 secondary craters of Wallace to date, working our way
radially outward. We manually mapped as many large secondaries as we could to
produce a large sample size. We mapped secondaries even if they were not likely to
be tertiary producing based on size. This allowed us to create plots of the secondary
diameter-range relation for the secondary field of Wallace. We then calculated the
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Figure 3.1: Mapping method, showing a secondary crater and two associated tertiaries. The large secondary shows V-shaped ejecta and an elliptical shape. The
direction to the primary is indicated with a red arrow. The yellow line spans the
short axis of the secondary, passing through the midpoint. The same method is performed for boulder-less tertiaries (upper left tertiary). For tertiaries with associated
boulders (lower right tertiary with downrange circular projectile), the boulder diameter (purple) is also measured. In addition, another line (orange) spanning the long
axis is mapped, which is perpendicular to the first line (blue). The length of the
shadow is also determined, indicated by the red dashed line.
99th quantile regression and compared this relation to Singer et al. 2020 [1]. This
method also allowed us to compare tertiary producing secondary craters to the overall
distribution to determine if they were abnormally large for their distance from the
primary (Fig. 4.1).
Thus far, we have found three potential tertiary-producing secondary craters
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Figure 3.2: Mapping example, showing several secondary craters. We use a line
perpendicular to the uprange direction, spanning the short axis diameter and passing
through the midpoint of the secondary crater. Panel b shows the same extent as panel
a, but without the annotations.
around Wallace.
The first potential tertiary-producer, which we informally refer to as Gromit (see
Fig. 3.7), is 9.6 km to the NNW of Wallace. It is 61.7 m in diameter along the
short axis. We have mapped n=76 resolvable potential tertiary craters downrange
of Gromit, but those with the strongest Gromit tertiary characteristics (larger than
3 px across; hard to mistake for small secondaries; could not be attributed to any
other secondaries) are only n=18. If we also remove a chain of tertiaries that are a
borderline case for being small secondaries, n=14.
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Figure 3.3: Mapping example, showing several secondary craters in yellow, and
several tertiary craters with blue (and some orange) lines. Boulders are marked in
purple. The lower inset is the same as the upper inset, but without the mapping
indicators. Primary direction is down and slightly to the right.
The second potential tertiary-producer, which we refer to informally as Cheese
(see Fig. 3.8), is just South of Gromit. It is 9.5 km to the NNW of Wallace, and
is 41.6 m in diameter along the short axis. There is one prominent tertiary crater
associated with Cheese that cannot be attributed to any other secondary crater.
The third potential tertiary-producer, which we refer to informally as Wensleydale
(see Fig. 3.9), is 14.6 km to the NNW of Wallace. It is 34.5 m in diameter along the
short axis. We have mapped n=26 potential tertiary craters around Wensleydale.
Wensleydale’s potential tertiaries are more suspect than Gromit’s or Cheese’s, as
their morphologies differ from those of the other two tertiary producers’ (see Section
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Figure 3.4: The above figure places Wallace in context. It is a 1.8 km diameter fresh
crater to the SSW of Glushko crater. The image on the left is from the WAC mosaic,
and the zoomed in image on the right is an assemblage of NACs. The base images
were procured from the Lunar Quickmap [24].
4.2).
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Secondary
Crater
Diameter (m)

Dist to
Primary
(km)

Gromit

61.7

9.6

Cheese

41.5

9.6

Wensleydale

34.5

14.6

Alias in
Text

Location
79.004◦ W,
3.413◦ N
79.005◦ W,
3.407◦ N
79.057◦ W,
3.568◦ N

Likely
Tertiary
Craters
Found (#)

Potential
Tertiary
Craters
Found (#)

14

76

1

1

0
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Table 3.1: The above table lists the three potential tertiary-producing secondary
craters around Wallace. We include the alias we use in this text, the diameter of
the secondary in meters along its short axis (measured normal to the downrange direction), the distance from the center of Wallace to the secondary crater’s center in
kilometers, its latitude and longitude, and the number of potential tertiary craters
found. The number of tertiaries associated with each secondary is split into two
columns. Likely tertiaries are those with strong tertiary characteristics. Potential
tertiaries include those in the likely column in addition to tertiaries with less confidence.
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Figure 3.5: Figure shows primary Wallace, secondaries Gromit and Cheese, and
several exemplary tertiary craters.
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Figure 3.6: The above figure shows the mapped secondary crater field around the
primary crater Wallace. The image is assembled from NAC strips, with the WAC
mosaic serving as the base map. Note the resolution difference between the base
map on the leftmost portion of the figure and the NACs to the right. The mapped
secondary craters are marked in yellow (n=8,286). The best resolution and shadowing
was on the central two NAC strips, hence the non-uniformity of the mapped area.
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Figure 3.7: Figure shows Gromit’s possible tertiary field (left) and likely tertiary
field (right). Gromit is marked with a yellow line in the bottom center of each panel.
Other secondaries are marked in yellow. Note how many tertiaries (blue) could be
attributed to multiple secondaries. Thus, we reduce the exemplary tertiaries to those
in the right panel, which can only be attributed to Gromit and are more than three
pixels (>2.64 m) in diameter.
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Figure 3.8: Figure shows Cheese, in the red solid box to the bottom right, and its
associated likely tertiary in the dotted box in the upper left. This tertiary has an
associated downrange projectile. Gromit is in the upper right hand corner. Cheese’s
tertiary is similar to those seen downrange of Gromit, shown in Fig. 3.5 panels f and
g.
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Figure 3.9: Figure shows Wensleydale’s potential tertiary field. Note how the morphologies are dissimilar from the likely tertiaries downrange of Gromit and Cheese.
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Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
For the elliptical dents to actually be tertiary craters, they must be secondaries of
Gromit, Cheese, or Wensleydale, which must in turn be secondaries of Wallace.

4.1

Secondary Craters

In this section, we discuss the likelihood that Gromit, Cheese, and Wensleydale are
secondary craters of the primary crater Wallace.

4.1.1

Wallace’s Secondary Field Distance-Diameter Distribution

Figure 4.1 is a distance-diameter distribution of Wallace’s secondary crater field. Also
plotted on the figure is the 99th quantile line of the distribution. The secondaries
that fall above this line are in the top 1% of secondary craters by size for that given
distance from Wallace’s center. The quantile regression for Wallace is given by:

dW,max = aW R−bW

,

(4.1)

where dW,max is the maximum expected diameter of a secondary crater for Wallace
at a given R range/distance from the center of Wallace. aW = e3.46 ≈ 32 is the
size parameter for Wallace on a meter scale and −bW = 0.028 is the slope of the
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Figure 4.1: This figure shows the distribution of Wallace’s secondary craters. The
distance for each secondary from Wallace’s center is on the x-axis, and the secondary
crater’s short axis diameter is on the y-axis. Both are in meters. The number of
secondaries plotted is n=8,286. The 99th quantile line is also plotted, as a blue line.
The equation for this 99th quantile is given by Eq. 4.1. The three potential tertiary
producing secondaries are also plotted with orange points.
distribution. This equation form was introduced as Eq. 2.1.
We compared the regression parameters for Wallace to small primaries in Singer
et al. 2020 in table 4.1 [1]. Our parameters fall nicely in line with the other small
primaries reported in Singer et al. 2020, which employed similar methods [1].
Also plotted on 4.1 are the distance and diameters of the three potential tertiary
producing secondaries Gromit, Cheese, and Wensleydale in orange. Of the three, only
Wensleydale falls below the 99th quantile line. This means that Cheese and Gromit,
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Primary Crater (diameter in km)
99th Quantile
Unnamed in SPA (3.0)
Unnamed near Orientale (2.2)
Wallace- this work (1.8)
Unnamed in Procellarum (0.83)

Quantile Regression Parameters
b
a
−1
−0.39 ± 0.13
2.9 × 10
−0.05 ± 0.03
7.5 × 10−2
−0.03
3.2 × 10−2
0.10 ± 0.06
2.7 × 10−2

Table 4.1: The above table shows three similarily sized primaries to Wallace from
Singer et al. 2020 on the Moon [1]. a is the size parameter on a kilometer scale and
−b is the slope of the distribution.
if they are secondaries of Wallace, are in the top 1% of secondary diameters for their
distance from Wallace. However, Cheese is only slightly above the 99th quantile
line. Even Gromit, the largest of the three, is not exceptionally large for its distance.
There are other points in its vicinity. If, for example, Gromit were in the far upper
right hand of the plot, it would be less likely that Gromit is a secondary. These data
lend credence to the hypothesis that Gromit, Cheese, and Wensleydale are actually
secondary craters of Wallace.

4.1.2

Individual Secondary Analysis

In this section, we walk through the likelihood that each potential tertiary producing
secondary is actually a secondary of Wallace. Gromit is more likely to be a secondary
than not, but it could also be an underlying primary that was scoured by the Wallace
impact event. We conclude that Cheese has all of the characteristics expected for a
secondary crater, and Wensleydale and Gromit have most of the expected secondary
characteristics. In order of likelihood (from highest to lowest) that each potential
tertiary producer is a secondary crater of Wallace:
1. Cheese
2. Wensleydale
3. Gromit
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Gromit
First, let us further examine Gromit’s short axis length. Gromit is 3.3% the size of
Wallace. Generally, the largest secondary craters are approximately 4−6% the size of
their productive primary crater, and thus Gromit falls within the correct size range.
Gromit is also similar in size to other secondary craters in the area, albeit a bit larger.
These data support the hypothesis that Gromit is a secondary crater of Wallace.
If Gromit is not a secondary crater, there are two alternate options:
1. Gromit is a primary crater that overlies Wallace’s ejecta.
2. Gromit is a primary crater that was scoured by the impact process and underlies
Wallace’s ejecta.
Next, let us examine option 1. There are two major pieces of evidence as shown in
Fig. 4.2 that make this option unlikely. First, upon visual inspection of the shadows,
Gromit is shallow compared to other primary craters in the area. Second, Gromit does
not look similar to other primary craters that formed atop the ejecta blanket in the
area. It is not circular with well defined rims. In addition, boulders and other ejecta
fragments lie inside of Gromit, which could be from the Wallace impact event. If you
assume that the boulders are from Wallace, it would imply that the Wallace impact
event occured after or during the formation of Gromit. Alternatively, Gromit may
have simply formed in an area with many boulders. The elliptical dents we identify as
tertiaries are all in downrange directions of Gromit. If Gromit were a primary crater
not associated with Wallace, it would be surprising, but not impossible, that all of
the elliptical dents that can be attributed to Gromit were downrange of both Wallace
and Gromit. It is unlikely that Gromit is a primary crater that overlies Wallace’s
ejecta blanket.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Gromit (green dashed line) to primary craters that overlie
Wallace’s ejecta blanket (red dotted lines) on the left. The orange arrows on the left
point to boulders that lie inside of Gromit. The right image compares Gromit (green
dashed line) to underlying, scoured features (orange arrows). Note the difference in
morphology.
Now, let us examine option 2. Is Gromit a primary crater that was scoured or
“smudged” by Wallace’s ejecta? Gromit’s potential tertiary craters shown on the
right side of Fig. 3.5 f and g are not scoured, but that could be explained if they
were actually secondary craters of Wallace itself (see Section 4.4). Gromit is also not
as scoured as other underlying features in the area; however, this difference may lie
in Gromit’s larger size.
Gromit’s rims are not as distinctive as other other secondaries in the area, but
all secondaries might not form in the exact same sequence with the emplacement of
other smaller ejecta fragments that form disturbed soil/ray patterns but do not make
distinct secondaries.
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Gromit is morphologically similar to secondary craters around a 2.2 km diameter
fresh, primary crater in the proximal ejecta of Orientale basin as shown in Fig 6c and
6d of Singer et al. 2020 [1]. This strengthens the argument that it is not simply an
underlying, scoured feature. In addition, Gromit has a v-shaped ejecta pattern. To
our knowledge, the scouring process is not known to result in v-shaped ejecta [1].
Neither of the options for Gromit being a primary is very likely, and thus it is
more probable that Gromit is a secondary crater of Wallace.
Cheese
Cheese shows more typical secondary crater characteristics than Gromit does. As
shown in Fig. 3.8, it has v-shaped ejecta, is visually shallow, elliptical in shape with
the long axis pointing towards Wallace, and has a poorly defined downrange rim.
Cheese is 2.3% the size of Wallace, which falls below the 4 − 6% rule of thumb for
the largest secondaries, thus it is not too large to be a secondary of Wallace. Cheese
is most likely a secondary crater of Wallace.
Wensleydale
Wensleydale shows more of the typical characteristics of a secondary crater than
Gromit does but fewer than Cheese does. As shown in Fig. 4.3, it has an elongated
shape with its long axis pointing back to Wallace. It is also shallow with v-shaped
ejecta. It is unlikely that Wensleydale is a primary crater.
Even though Wensleydale is farther from Wallace than Cheese or Gromit, as shown
in 4.1, the size-distance distribution of Wallace’s secondary field is very flat, similar
to other small primaries as shown in Table 4.1. This means that relatively large
secondaries can still be located at farther distances from the primary. Even though
Wensleydale is far from Wallace, it is well below the 99th quantile regression line.
This means that Wensleydale is the correct size for its distance from Wallace to be a
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Figure 4.3: Wensleydale’s secondary crater characteristics without annotations (left)
and with (right). The green dashed line shows Wensleydale’s elliptical shape, with
its long axis oriented towards Wallace. The yellow dotted line shows Wensleydale’s
v-shaped ejecta.
secondary of Wallace.
Wensleydale is likely a secondary crater of Wallace.

4.2

Tertiary Craters

In this section, we discuss the likelihood that the labelled elliptical dents in Figures
3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 are secondary craters of Gromit, Cheese, and Wensleydale respectively, and thus are tertiary craters of Wallace.
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Out of the three potential tertiary fields, Cheese and Gromit’s fields have a similar
likelihood of being secondaries of Cheese and Gromit. They are more likely to be
secondaries of their productive secondaries (and therefore are actually tertiaries),
than Wensleydale’s craters.
Taking into account the probability that Cheese, Gromit, and Wensleydale are
actually secondaries of Wallace, we conclude that Cheese’s associated elliptical dent
is the most likely of the three fields to be a tertiary. Gromit’s craters have similar
morphologies, and thus are also likely to be tertiaries, but Gromit is the least likely
of the three to be a secondary of Wallace. Wensleydale’s craters are unlikely, but still
possibly, tertiary craters.
Gromit
A portion of Gromit’s tertiary field is shown in panels f and g of Fig. 3.5. The marked
tertiary craters in the yellow dotted ovals are shallow and elliptical, with their long
axes pointing back toward Gromit. Panel g shows radial indicators from the center of
Gromit in green, and from Wallace in red. Note that the long axes of the dents align
more with the radial indicators from Gromit than that of Wallace. Several dents have
boulders downrange, some with tracks that head back to the tertiary in question. The
tertiary field of Gromit generally does not look like primary craters in the area, nor
like the many secondary craters in the area.
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of Gromit’s likely tertiary short axis diameters.
These tertiaries were, on average, (4.9 ± 1.5) m (n=18, including those from the
questionable chain). That is (7.9 ± 2.4)% the size of Gromit. This is slightly larger
than the 4 − 6% rule, but it overlaps within uncertainty. In addition, this rule of
thumb is typically used for higher velocity impacts [1, 16, 17, 18, 19]. We also chose
only the largest tertiaries for this analysis because they were easier to identify. If we
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Figure 4.4: Figure showing the distribution of Gromit’s elliptical tertiary dents’
minor axis lengths. Only dents > 3px that were unlikely to be from any secondary
other than Gromit were used (n=14).
included all 76 potential tertiary craters, this number would likely be lower.
If we assume that Gromit is indeed a secondary crater of Wallace, then it is likely
that this set of downrange dents are tertiary craters.
Cheese
Cheese’s singular elliptical dent (Fig. 3.8) with associated downrange projectile is
quite similar in morphology to several in Gromit’s tertiary field. It aligns nicely with
Cheese’s v-shaped ejecta.
Given that Cheese is the most likely secondary of Gromit, Cheese, and Wensley-
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dale, it is quite useful that it also has a downrange elliptical dent. This is the most
likely tertiary of any of the n=103 potential tertiaries observed in this work.
Wensleydale
The craters in Wensleydale’s tertiary field tend to appear shallow, with radial chains
and clusters pointing to Wensleydale. Their morphology is more similar to what one
would typically expect for secondaries than to the tertiary fields of Gromit or Cheese.
Their morphologies are dissimilar from small primary craters in the area.
On average, however, they (n=26) are (8.3 ± 2.4)m, which is (24 ± 7)% the size
of Wensleydale. This is far above the 4 − 6% rule. In addition, the chains may be
more aligned with Wallace itself, instead of Wensleydale. As in Fig. 3.9, the chains
are not nicely aligned radially to Wensleydale. Gromit and Cheese were further East
than Wensleydale is, and thus it was easier to distinguish radial indicator differences.
It is unlikely, but still possible, that this set of n=26 craters are tertiaries. They
are more likely to be secondaries of Wallace itself.
Tertiary Crater Characteristics
The morphology of the most distinctive tertiary craters associated with Gromit and
Cheese share similar characteristics. We define several characteristics that we associate with exemplary tertiary impact craters:
- extreme elliptical shape, with the long axis aligning more closely with the productive secondary than with the primary,
- downrange associated projectiles, sometimes with boulder tracks leading to the
tertiary, where the direction from the tertiary is aligned more closely with ejection from the secondary than with the primary,
- and shallow depths, with smaller depth-to-diameter ratios than primary craters.
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4.2.1

Gromit Tertiary Crater Analysis

Of all three potential tertiary producing secondaries, Gromit’s field is the best for
further mathematical analysis. Cheese only has one strong contender for a tertiary,
and thus has a small sample size. We took a subset of Gromit’s tertiary field. We
chose 18 likely tertiary craters. These craters were picked for their large, distinctive
size (> 3 px = > 2.64 m across) and that they could not be attributed to any
other secondary but Gromit due to their radial alignment with Gromit and not being
downrange of any other large secondaries.
Gromit’s tertiary impact craters are in an intermediate velocity range between
secondary craters and the trails boulders make as they skip or roll across the surface.
These boulder trails are sometimes seen closer to the crater where the lowest speed
ejecta is deposited, or on slopes on the lunar surface. Since we actually see the
projectile, we can check the fragment scaling laws. We can provide a planetary
experimental check on the terrestrially, experimentally derived parameters.
Incoming and Outgoing Velocities
When a projectile was downrange of one of Gromit’s tertiary craters, we traced
it back to the tertiary and determined the range (or ground distance) of its ballistic
trajectory. We then calculated the velocity of the fragments that came from the
tertiary using Eq. 2.5. As shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 respectively, we calculated
the initial, incoming velocities of the fragments that produced the tertiary craters and
the final, outgoing velocities of the boulders when there was a downrange boulder we
could associate with the tertiary. See Fig. 4.5 for a diagram of these locations in the
cratering process.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the impact and bounce velocities involved in the cratering
process at a range of angles from 5◦ to 45◦ . These two endmembers are indeed just
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Figure 4.5: This figure shows the flow of material from the initial creation of the
primary crater to a projectile bouncing out of the tertiary and laying to rest on the
surface. The red x shows the “impact velocity” (see Fig. 4.6). This is the velocity of
the projectile when it creates the tertiary. The blue xs show the “bounce velocity”
(see Fig. 4.7). Since the Moon’s thin exosphere does not slow the projectile, the
velocity of the projectile upon exiting the tertiary dent is assumed to be the same as
when it lands upon the surface.
that- endmembers. It is unlikely that the projectiles were ejected from Gromit at
45◦ , since they would have momentum carrying them in the downrange direction. It
is also statistically unlikely that they were at a very low angle, such as 5◦ . Since they
are at such a low velocity, they do not need to be at a very low angle to produce the
elliptical tertiaries. The low angle requirement to produce elliptical craters is typically
for large scale, high energy primary impacts. It is most likely that the impact/bounce
angle lies somewhere between 5◦ to 45◦ , in the three middle plots of each figure.
Kinetic Energy
We further cut the sample size to n=7 tertiary craters downrange of Gromit, which 1)
can only be attributed to Gromit, 2) are the most distinctive, and 3) have associated
downrange boulders. We calculate the mass of these boulders by multiplying their
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Figure 4.6: Figure showing the velocity of the fragment that produced the tertiary
dents downrange of Gromit at various ejection/impact angles. These velocities are
calculated from the ballistic range equation on a sphere (Eq. 2.4) using the distances
from the center of Gromit to the center of the tertiary dents. Only dents > 3 px
across and that are unlikely to have been from any secondary other than Gromit
were used for this plot. Given that the Moon has no appreciable atmosphere to slow
a projectile on a ballistic trajectory, we assume the ejection and impact angles and
velocities are the same in all cases calculated here. n=14
volume by an average of the lunar highland regolith density. Since we now have the
incoming (impact) and outgoing (bounce) velocity for these tertiary craters, along
with the mass of the projectile, we can approximate the amount of energy that is lost
during the tertiary formation process using Eq. 2.12.
Note that if there are additional dents between the associated boulder and the
tertiary itself, it complicates the kinetic energy calculation, as energy is lost during
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Figure 4.7: After the projectile produces the tertiary dent, it may bounce out and
then land further downrange. This plot shows a distribution of that bounce velocity.
Only boulders that could be attributed to dents > 3 px across downrange of Gromit
were used. n=9.
each bounce. For these n=7, we only used the last tertiary dent in a chain.
The distribution for kinetic energy lost during the formation of each tertiary crater
is given in Fig. 4.8. Recall that it is unlikely that the projectile launched at 45◦ or 5◦ ,
and more likely launched at one of the more intermediate angles. Taking, for example,
15◦ , the average kinetic energy lost during tertiary crater formation is (25 ± 20) MJ.
That is approximately equal to the explosive energy released from 6 kg of TNT [25].
For comparison, the terrestrial impact event that caused the Cretaceous-Paleogene
mass extinction was equal to approximately 100 trillion kg of TNT [26]. These are
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Figure 4.8: This plot shows an estimate of the kinetic energy lost during the formation of n=7 tertiary craters downrange of Gromit for various impact angles.
small, slow, low energy impact events.
Projectile Comparison to Theory
Since these are small, slow, relatively low energy craters, they are similar to some
terrestrial experimentation. Note that there are many terrestrial rigs that can produce
impacts at much higher speeds than these tertiaries, up to 7 km s−1 [27]. It would
be useful to know if the scaling equations, which are meant to apply primarily to
hypervelocity impacts, and especially to craters where their displaced crater material
mass to projectile mass ratios are greater than one, apply to these special craters. A
ratio greater than one means that the projectile displaced more volume/mass than
the volume/mass of the boulder itself. This is typical for most craters.
Recall that we do not typically see the productive projectile associated with secondary craters. It is only due to the special morphology of this new generation of
tertiary craters that we are even able to test these theories in this empirical manner.
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Figure 4.9: Figure showing the size distribution of boulders/fragments downrange
of tertiary dents. Only boulders associated with dents > 3 px across and dents that
could not have been from any other secondary other than Gromit were used. Boulders
range from 1.8 m to 4.8 m in diameter. n=9.
The distribution of boulder diameters is given in Fig. 4.9. The average diameter
is (3 ± 1)m, which is about the length of a Mini Cooper. This diameter translates to
a volume of (3.1 to 57)m3 if we approximate the boulder shape as a sphere.
Note that the downrange boulders may not represent the entire fragment that
formed the tertiary. Parts of the fragment could fracture and separate from the
boulder during the tertiary forming process. However, this is likely taken into account
with our overall boulder size range.
Figure 4.10 compares the actual, measured projectile sizes with their associated
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Figure 4.10: Figure shows the actual projectile sizes compared to predicted projectile
sizes. The x axis is the actual projectile diameter. The y axis is the predicted or actual
projectile diameter, hence the black solid line of actual projectile sizes has a slope of
1. The black line represents if the predictions fit the observations perfectly. For each
given projectile, we calculated 4 associated predictions using the scaling equations
Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7. The dashed lines use the hard rock surface material endmember,
and the dotted lines use the regolith surface endmember. The blue lines are 30◦
impact angles, and the green lines are 45◦ . The red dots indicate tertiary-projectile
pairs where the displaced crater material volume to projectile volume ratio is less
than one. This means that the projectile produced less displaced volume than the
boulder’s volume. In this case, the scaling equations are not typically applicable.
predicated sizes from the scaling equations 2.6 and 2.7. The actual values fall within
the bounds of the two endmember material parameters (those for hard, solid rock,
and a more porous regolith-like material), even for the tertiary-boulder pairs where
the ratio of displaced volume to the projectile volume is less than one.
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Note that the endmember predictions are not monotonically increasing. These
bounds have relatively good predictive power for the uncertainties typically associated
with fragment estimation, but to really get a more accurate estimate, we would need
to better constrain the surface material.
However, the fact that all data points fall within the bounds indicates that the
scaling equations can still apply to cratering events at much lower energy, speed, and
size scales than often assumed. We provide an observed projectile size check on these
theoretically and experimentally derived relations.
Note that even if the productive secondary were actually a primary crater, these
equations would still hold. Regardless of if Gromit is a secondary or a primary, these
small craters still allow us to check the scaling relations.

4.3

Primary Crater Code

It would be useful to have a list of primary craters around which we can search for
tertiaries. We would want this list to only include primaries where the tertiaries
would be resolvable at the available pixel size. We produced a code that does that,
given a list of primary crater names and diameters. See Appendix A for the text of
the code.
In addition, we also produced a code that calculates the crater size, range, and
fragment size and velocity for secondary and tertiary craters. See Appendix A for
coding sample.

4.4

Conclusions

We conducted the first systematic search for tertiary craters on the Moon and found
the first confirmed tertiary craters. We have found 15 tertiary craters on the Moon
around “Wallace,” which is a 1.8-km-diameter, relatively young primary crater to the
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SSW of Glushko crater. These craters are small, slow, and low energy impact events,
similar to some terrestrial laboratory impact experimentation. We defined a list of
tertiary crater characteristics, which can be used to identify more tertiary craters.
In addition, several of these tertiary craters have associated downrange projectiles.
Secondary craters typically do not have associated downrange boulders. This unique
morphology allows us to calculate energy balance during the formation of the tertiary
crater.
The Schmidt-Holsapple-Housen scaling relations are based in theory and terrestrial experimentation. In theory, they were generated to apply to hypervelocity impact
events, whose projectiles produce more displaced material than the mass of the projectile itself. We show that they actually apply within reasonable precision to much
slower tertiary craters, and to those whose displaced crater material to projectile ratio is less than 1, even for one cases whose ratio was 0.05. We provide an empirical
planetary-based check on experimentally derived parameters, in a field where the connections between terrestrially derived theory and planetary scale data do not always
align.
We probe the lower limit of velocity in terms of what will create a secondary/tertiary
crater on the Moon. We have found tertiary dents down to possible impact velocities
as low as 20-30 m s−1 for lunar gravity.
We produced code that determines the primary crater size that should be looked
for given an image resolution and several parameters. The code also finds the velocity
of ejecta fragments given the distance of the secondary to the primary. In addition, we
produced code that tells us which primary craters we should look for more tertiaries
around next.
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4.5

Plans for Future Work

We will search for tertiary craters around more secondary craters of Wallace. We
will also search for tertiary craters around more fresh, young primaries. The code
given in Appendix A will aid us in determining a list of primaries to search around.
In addition, we will search for tertiaries using the characteristics we laid out around
craters whose secondary fields have already been mapped. We will start by looking
for large secondaries with boulders or rubble material nearby. Additional tertiary
discoveries would increase the size of our dataset and allow us to look for patterns in
tertiary crater formation.
We will also compare our findings to more theory-based predictions, in the hopes
that this new generation of small craters may bridge the gap between terrestrial
experimentation and planetary data.
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Appendix A
Code Samples
A.1

Primary Craters to Search List Generator

The following is Python code which takes a dictionary of primary crater names
and diameters as its input, and outputs which primaries’ tertiaries would be resolvable
at a given pixel size. Here we use an example list of primaries that are fresh and of
Copernican age.
#Mikayla R Huffman
def tertsizefromprimsize(primarysize,secondarypct=0.05):
’’’returns tertiary & secondary sizes given the primary diameter in km’’’
#secondarypct=0.05 means each secondary is 5% of their primary
secondarysize=primarysize*secondarypct
tertiarysize=secondarysize*secondarypct
return(tertiarysize,secondarysize)
primarycraters={’Aristarchus’: 39.99,’Dionysius’: 17.25,’Eimmart A’: 7.34,’Kepler’:\
29.49,’Linne’: 2.23,’Petavius B’: 31.95,’Proclus’: 26.91,’Tycho’: 85.29}
print(’Original list of primary craters and their diameter in \
km:’)
print(primarycraters,’\n’)
tertsizes=primarycraters
for cratername in tertsizes:
primsize=tertsizes[cratername]
tertsize=tertsizefromprimsize(primsize)
tertsizes[cratername] = round(tertsize[0],4)
print("Primary Crater name and the size of their associated largest tertiary size \
in km:")
print(tertsizes,’\n’)
#dictionary is being filled w/ the names and the potential terts they would have \
based on their primary diameters
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#check to see if tertiary is resolvable
spatialres=0.9 #0.9 m/px
numpx=4 #tertiaries 4 px across are resolvable
resolvablesize=spatialres*numpx #resolvable size in m
resolvableterts={} #empty dictionary
for cratername in tertsizes:
tertsize=tertsizes[cratername]*1000 #tertiary size in m
if tertsize>=resolvablesize:
resolvableterts[cratername] = round(tertsize,2) #appends the primary \
& the resolvable tertiary size in m
print(’Primary name and the largest resolvable tertiary size (at least’,numpx, \
’px across) in m:’)
print(resolvableterts,’\n’)
#makes a dictionary that shows how many px across the largest tertiaries would \
be including only the resolvable ones
numpxtertsacross={}
for cratername in resolvableterts:
tertsize=resolvableterts[cratername] #tert size in m
numpxtertsacross[cratername] = round(tertsize/spatialres) #appends the \
primary name & the resolvable tertiary size in m
print(’Primary name and how many px across the largest tertiary would be at a \
resolution of’,spatialres,’m/px:’)
print(numpxtertsacross,’\n’)
print(’There are’,len(resolvableterts),’young primaries with resolvable tertiaries \
out of an original list of’,len(primarycraters),’primaries.’)

A.2

Secondary and Tertiary Crater Size, Range,
and Fragment Size

The following is Python code which includes several functions and the implementation thereof that calculate crater size, range, and fragment size and velocity for
secondary and tertiary craters based on Eq. 2.5, the scaling equations Eq. 2.6 and
Eq. 2.7, and relations on the location of the largest secondaries and their size relative
to the primary’s size.
import math
#Mikayla R Huffman
def tertiarysize(secondarypct=0.05,numpx=5,res=0.9):
’’’returns tertiary, secondary, and primary crater size’’’
#secondarypct=0.05 each secondary is 5% of their primary
#numpx=5 resolvable # of px
#res=0.9 m/px
tertiarysize=numpx*res
secondarysize=tertiarysize/secondarypct
primarysize=secondarysize/secondarypct
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return(tertiarysize,secondarysize,primarysize)
def tertiaryrange(secondarysize,primarysize,primdiamscen=1.3):
’’’returns productive secondary and tertiary distances from center and rim of \
the productive crater’’’
#primdiamscen is how many primary diameters away from the center the largest \
secondaries lie
secondarydist_rim=secondarydist_cen-primarysize/2
tertiarydist_cen=primdiamscen*secondarysize
tertiarydist_rim=tertiarydist_cen-secondarysize/2
return(secondarydist_cen,secondarydist_rim,tertiarydist_cen,tertiarydist_rim)
def velocity(primarysize,secondarydist_rim,secondarysize, \
tertiarydist_rim,tertiarysize,r=1737.1*1000,theta=math.pi/4,g=1.62):
’’’returns secondary & tertiary velocities and the tertiary ejecta fragment size. \
assuming launced at 1/2 transient crater radius’’’
secondaryvelocity=math.sqrt(r*g*math.tan((secondarydist_rim+primarysize/4)/(2*r)) \
/((math.cos(theta))**2*math.tan((secondarydist_rim+primarysize/4)/(2*r)) \
+math.sin(theta)*math.cos(theta)))
tertiaryvelocity=math.sqrt(r*g*math.tan((tertiarydist_rim+secondarysize/4)/(2*r)) \
/((math.cos(theta))**2*math.tan((tertiarydist_rim+secondarysize/4)/(2*r)) \
+math.sin(theta)*math.cos(theta)))
tertiaryfragmentsize=tertiarysize**(1.275)*(g/tertiaryvelocity**2)**(0.275)
return(secondaryvelocity,tertiaryvelocity,tertiaryfragmentsize)

cratersizeoutput=tertiarysize(0.05,5,0.5)
tertsize,secsize,primsize=cratersizeoutput[0],cratersizeoutput[1],cratersizeoutput[2]
print("The smallest tertiaries we can resolve are "+str(tertsize)+" meters across")
print("The productive secondary is "+str(secsize)+" meters across")
print("The productive primary is "+str(primsize)+" meters across")
tertiaryrangeoutput=tertiaryrange(secsize,primsize,1.3)
secdist_cen,secdist_rim,tertdist_cen,tertdist_rim=tertiaryrangeoutput[0], \
tertiaryrangeoutput[1],tertiaryrangeoutput[2],tertiaryrangeoutput[3]
print("The largest secondaries are "+str(secdist_cen)+" m from the center of \
the productive primary or "+str(secdist_rim)+" m from its rim")
print("The largest tertiaries are "+str(tertdist_cen)+" m from the center of \
the productive secondary or "+str(tertdist_rim)+" m from its rim")
velocityoutput=velocity(primsize,secdist_rim,secsize,tertdist_rim,tertsize,r=1737.1* \
1000,theta=math.pi/4,g=1.62)
secvelo,tertvelo,tertfragsize=velocityoutput[0],velocityoutput[1],velocityoutput[2]
print("The velocity of the secondary’s fragment would be "+str(secvelo)+" m/s")
print("The velocity of the tertiary’s fragment would be "+str(tertvelo)+" m/s")
print("Which means we would need an ejecta fragment "+str(tertfragsize)+" m across, \
which would be "+str(tertfragsize**2/secsize**2)+"% the area of the secondary crater")’’’
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